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Community of Practice
Meeting 4: A Student Engagement
Policy

What does Student Engagement mean?
‘Student engagement’ describes the time, effort and resources
invested by both students and the University in relevant,
purposeful activities that enhance learning, develop a sense of
belonging, improve academic outcomes and the overall
learning experience

(Cardiff Metropolitan University, Student Engagement Policy, 2019)

What does Student Engagement
mean at this university?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How is open and honest dialogue between staff and students encouraged and
enabled?
To what extent do students and staff see partnership in learning and teaching as their
responsibility?
How are students involved in the delivery and assessment of learning?
How do students shape the curriculum?
What role do students play in course approval and validation processes?
How are students involved in the evaluation of learning and teaching practices?
To what extent, and how, do the physical and online spaces managed by the
institution/students’ union lend themselves to student engagement?

What is a ‘Student Engagement Policy’ for?
A policy might:
1. Promote a shared understanding of, and commitment to, student
engagement for all staff and students;
2. Encourage the active participation of students in quality processes and
learning and teaching activities;
3. Help ensure that students have fair and equitable access to
opportunities that promote and encourage academic engagement;
4. Help ensure that students who, for a variety of reasons, experience
academic disengagement are provided with early, targeted support
that is designed to re-engage them with their programme of study.

What Might a ‘Student Engagement Policy’ contain?
A Policy Might :
1. Define student engagement at NEU;
2. Define NEU’s principles for partnership with students;
3. Enhance the overall learning environment by encouraging active participation
through full engagement for all areas of study;
4. Set core/minimum expectations around student engagement;
5. Provide opportunities for students to reflect on, and discuss their own
progression, attainment and engagement with members of their programme
team and Personal Tutors;
6. Provide the University with mechanisms and support structures to better
promote/support student progression and success.

Policy Roadmap
1. Set out aims and objectives
2. Determine who will be managing the development of the policy and what
support
3. Set out key milestones and dates
4. Map stakeholders and communication to ensure engagement
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